The Survey interface allows a faster and harmonised approach to data collection. It brings forth many requested features, including linking policy initiatives to multiple questions, multiple users working simultaneously on the same questionnaire and saving your progress in draft form.

2 types of questions in each theme

- 1 policy debate (open-ended)
- Policy initiatives

Each initiative is entered just once and can be linked to any question

- Partly prefilled with data the country provided in the previous STIP survey

Each initiative uses at least one policy instrument

- Partly prefilled with data the country provided in the previous STIP survey
- 29 policy instruments to choose from
- This information brings the Survey’s comparability to a new level

ANSWERING THE SURVEY

1 POLICY DEBATE BY THEME

➤ Describes insightful context of the political landscape

POLLICY INITIATIVES AND INSTRUMENTS

➤ Enter or update an initiative
➤ Mark an existing initiative as ceased if needed
➤ Link the initiatives to multiple questions as needed